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SAI, NKATI demand SSGC to ensure uninterrupted supply 
KARACHI: Industrial community has urged Sui Southern Gas Company (SSGC) to immediately 
withdraw notices issued to captive power industries regarding closure of gas for three months. 
 
SITE Association of Industry (SAI) president Salem Parekh has strongly condemned notices 
issued to captive power generating industry by SSGC with regard to closure of gas from 
December to February. He said, in other words, SSGC is asking industries to close down for 3-
months. 
 
Parekh said that SITE Association of Industry totally rejected these notices and the justification 
clause provided in the notices by SSGC. He suggested SSGC has to see the larger interest of 
issuing such notices, as Karachi exports 30 percent of the export of the country and this step 
would bring the industry to standstill. 
 
“Industries are already facing problem of low pressure and closure of gas on every Sunday, and 
now these notices have created panic among the factory owners,” he said, adding that industries 
had expressed serious concerns in meeting export orders in such conditions. 
 
He said that from November to March are very crucial period for the exporters due to Christmas 
season and other religious festivals. He said SAI also foreseeing that due to imposition of 25% 
additional duty on Chinese exports by USA, Pakistani industries are likely to get large number of 
export orders, but due to shortage of utilities and poor infrastructure we would not be able to 
capitalize on this golden opportunity. 
 
“As per article 158 of the Constitution, resources originator province has first right to utilize 
resources. Sindh produces 73% of gas of Pakistan and uses only 29%, it means Sindh has already 
overextended helping hand to other provinces,” he said, citing that it was decided and agreed 
during tenure of ex-president General Pervez Musharraf (retd) that province would get 50% 
share of the total exploration, which today stand at 2900 MMCF while only 1200 MMCF is 
provided to Sindh, as per the agreement Sindh share should have been 1450 MMCF. 
 
Parekh lamented that SSGC management is creating chaos in industrial estates on daily basis 
either by issuing notices of closure; supplying gas on low pressure; visiting industries without 
any notification or informing trade association of the area. He said Ministry of Textiles and 
Commerce are trying to bridge trade deficit and looking towards industries to help them by 
enhancing exports and in the process of taking corrective measures to facilitate exporting and 
manufacturing industries in order to increase domestic investments and generate employment, 
but on the other, government utility agencies are issuing notices of closing gas. He said that the 
new government is trying to enhance the production and lower down the cost of manufacturing 
and cost of business, which the government is practically doing and also demonstrating the same 



in the way that they have not enhanced the tariff of export-oriented industries and they have also 
introduced many other reforms such as payment of sales tax refunds on urgent basis, DLTL 
claims to be streamlined and timely payments of custom rebates so that the exporters which are 
in deep crisis of cash flow, can have better cash flow and can export more for the county. 
 
SAI president urged Ministers of Finance, Petroleum, and Textile and Export Adviser to 
immediately look into this matter and withdraw these notices on emergent basis and ensure 
industrial growth and realize the vision of newly elected government. 
 
He said Sindh Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah has always been helpful to the industry; 
therefore, he asked him to kindly look into this sensitive issue and check what is being done to 
the industries of Sindh. He also requested the Prime Minister Imran Khan for opening of one-
window facility for local investors who are doing business for the last 40 years in Pakistan. 
 
“The need of the hour is to have coordination among different ministries and utility agencies to 
facilitate local investors as they are not asking for duty exemptions but supply of un-interrupted 
utilities and peace of mind,” he said, adding that if the local investor is satisfied, new investment 
would automatically come to Pakistan. 
 
Meanwhile, an emergency meeting was held at North Karachi Association of Trade and Industry 
(NKATI) to discuss the issue of gas closure that was presided over by Moiz Khan and Syed 
Tariq Rasheed. 
 
They expressed their disappointment over SSGC for closure notices and current gas supply with 
miserably low pressure as a result of which, production had been seriously hampered. They said 
beside production losses, the biggest sufferers were the daily wage workers as they lost earning. 
They said although all CNG stations in Sindh in general and in Karachi in particular would 
remain open during those three months but gas supply for captive power units which run 
industrial units would remain suspended. 
 
The participants at the meeting said that again it is an irony that there is no implementation of 
Article 158 of the Constitution. They said Sindh province which produces 70% of natural gas is 
deprived of gas and wondered where this gas produced by Sindh is being supplied while the 
industries here are starving for gas which is again a great dilemma. They said the industry 
already facing serious crises and now gas supply suspension as well as low gas pressure has put 
the industry on the verge of closure. 
 
They said industries are the back-bone of the country for economic growth and development and 
providing gas and electricity is an important task for the government to keep industries 
operating. They were of the view that the country would suffer irreparable losses if the 
government fails to persuade SSGC to continue gas supply with full pressure in all the industrial 
estates of the city. 
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